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Abstract. We illustrate new improvements in PaSo-Team (The Uni-

versity of Padua Simulated Robot Soccer Team), a Multi-Agent System

able to play soccer game for participating to the Simulator League of

RoboCup competition. PaSo-Team looks like a partially reactive system

built upon a number of specialized behaviors, designed for playing a soc-

cer game that generate actions accordingly with environmental changes.

Major improvements have been obtained in the design of individual skills

so that the general architecture of PaSo-Team and its coordination model

are exploited in a better way.

1 Introduction

After the experiences acquired in developing PaSo-Team for RoboCup'97, we

have improved the performance of the proposed architecture by trimmering in-

dividual skills. In such way we were able to better exploit the underlying ideas

contained in the proposed architecture, namely the quest for a global optimiza-

tion through local information. This approach is justi�ed observing that during

the game the relevant portion of the game �eld is mostly centered around the

ball and sometimes it is stretched towards the goal. This area is assumed to be

better observable than the whole �eld because of its reduced size, allowing the

players to behave optimally in a local area but in the same time supplying the

whole team with a big amount of global information.

In this perspective, the architecture's assumption that each player is doing

its best (local optimum), gives a good justi�cation for the passing technique

described in PaSo-Team'97 description paper [11]. Exploiting this architectural

feature as mechanism for managing cooperative tasks, any improvement in the

individual ability to increase the o�ensive potential by correct local positioning

automatically allows to increase the performance of the whole system. For this

reason in designing the PaSo-Team'98 we keep unchanged the overall reactive

structure while we improved mainly the individual skills of the players.

2 Architecture and Coordination Model

As it has been pointed out in literature [1] a sound arbitration mechanism is

the base for an appropriate performance of a behavior-based autonomous sys-

tem. In our case a further di�culty arises, due to the simultaneous presence of
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several playing agents in the same environment. Starting from the pioneristic

subsumption architecture originally devised by Brooks [3], a number of innova-

tive behavior-based systems have been proposed in literature (Connell [4], Maes

[7], Anderson [1], Kaelbling [6].

Their proposals are dominated by the concept of arbitration which results

in an either spatial or temporal ordering of behaviors. The former causes the

concurrent activation of a set of primitive reexive behaviors, also referred to as

static arbitration, the latter brings about a sequential activation of di�erent sets

of primitive reexive behaviors, also referred to as dynamic arbitration.

However, because the inclusion of temporal ordering appears too problematic

when it is devised within a general multiagent framework, we have implemented

a static arbitration as a special purpose behavioral module where pre-processed

sensor data are always channeled to discriminate a candidate skill to be enabled

as a response to typical perceived patterns. Every time sensor data are directly

channeled between the perception block and the selected behavior, this behavior

is activated whereas the remaining ones are inhibited.

The resulting architecture, shown in �g. 1, resembles partly the proposal of

Anderson and Donath [1] and partly that of D'Angelo [5] in what the collection

of boolean values (ags), updated using information supplied from sensor data

pre-processing, de�nes a coarse-grained global state of an agent which controls

behavior switches as a rough inhibitor/activation mechanism.

Fig. 1. agent arbitration

At each time of the game, every team player will be enabled with a behavior

which depends on both its current position and orientation in the soccer game

�eld and the pattern of the objects the agent is aware of. So, though every agent

has the same cloned structure, it does not need to be activated with the same

behavior. This means that is the world that makes di�erences among the agents.

The basic coordination mechanisms induced by the arbitration involve usu-

ally two behaviors at a time. In the attack playmode, such behaviors characterize
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two players belonging to the same team, that is the ball-holder and a potential

receiver of the ball. We want to realize the simultaneous activation of the be-

havior playball for the player with the ball and the behavior smarcamento for

the next ball-holder candidate. The coordination arises through the simultane-

ous activation of the pair fbhv 1, bhv 2g for any pair of players, where, during

attacking, bhv 1 = playball, bhv 2 = smarcamento, whereas, during defending,

bhv 1 = bhv X, bhv 2 = interdict.The behavior bhv X is not a real implemented

behavior, but it is referred to the apparent behavior of the opponent. Actually,

the opponent estimated behavior is chasing the ball, so our player must compete

against it.

To realize this kind of interaction we have built a rigid arbitration which

choose a candidate behavior looking at the global ags representing particular

states of the whole team of agents, and at some local ags related to states of

a single agent. In this way the emerging cooperative behavior appearing during

the game may be considered as an eusocial behavior, a collective behavior due to

the interaction of \genetically" determined individual behavior, as discussed in

McFarland [8]. The proposed arbitration is an hint for the emerging of a social

behavior, like an ant colony that seems to be a relatively smart being even if

formed by a �nite number of pure instinctive individuals. The emergence of some

sort of intelligent behavior like triangulations or non explicit pass arise mainly

from the interactions between the single players and the environment, namely

in our case between our players and the opponents, exploiting advantageously

their dynamics. For an example of emerging collective behaviour refer to [10],

where the coordination model is accurately described. It is in this context that

the improvements in individual skills support the coordination model.

3 Visual Fields and Maps

We developed an "ad-hoc" algorithm who takes care of positioning the potential

receiving team-mates in the locally best position to get a ball, in the same way we

introduced visual �elds and maps to improve individual skills from the point of

view of the ball's owner. Both these solutions are the logical consequence of the

assumption that in soccer the portion of �eld relevant to the actions is usually

centered around the ball, causing an increase of relevance for the players near the

ball and their own perceptions. So, as the unmarking action performed by team-

mates without ball is e�ectively relevant (as shown by the good performances

of PaSo-Team in Nagoya), in the same way the abilities of the ball's owner are

relevants. To improve the individual abilities of the player who is handling the

ball we introduced a new representation for the visual information that the player

is acquiring from the environment: the Visual Fields and the Visual Maps. The

Visual Field is a data structure built to contain objects representing relevant

features of the environment and it's istantiated once for each player of our team.

The typical objects that should be inserted in this structure are team-mates,

opponents, ball and the goal area. Other geometric shapes should be inserted in

the structure are the whole game �eld, both the half sides of the �eld, the penalty
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areas, the circle in the middle and the o�side areas.

All these objects must be dynamically inserted in the Visual Field structure,

following the evolution of the environmental dynamics. This means that during

the game the Visual Field structure is costantly updated inserting, updating

and removing objects representing the vision frame of the considered player. For

geometrical shapes, as the whole �eld or the o�side area, the instantiation is

straightforward, involving only the insertion of the object in the structure. The

same operation is di�erent in case of object as the players, team-mates or oppo-

nents. In fact they have not a prede�ned geometrical shape and so this operation

must be done explicitely. In our case we assigned to each player a circle-shaped

area, but with a parametrized diameter, depending on the team and the distance.

The assumption of a circle-shaped area for the players must be considered arbi-

trary, because using a di�erently shaped area should be possible to exploit other

features as the face-dir information. To deal with middle-complexity actions as

obstacle avoidance, pass to mate, dribbling, we extended the presented Visual

Fields with another structure, the Visual Maps. A map is a simple array of 360

oats built looking at the Visual Field istantiated for a given player at a given

time. It is composed by 360 directions (degrees) toward which a player can de-

cide to dash or kick; an high value in the map indicates a direction to avoid,

while a zero or negative value suggests a very good way to take.

For example, suppose that our player had to dribble some opponents. At the

beginning the client has a void map (all values are zero); than he asks to the

objects in the Visual Field (dynamically updated during the perception phase)

to create their mark in the map: in this case an opponent add some positive

values in the elements of the map corresponding to bad directions. After every

objects in the �eld have modi�ed the map, the client applies some �lters to

promote a particular direction (the enemy goal port for example) or to create

other useful e�ects. Finally the player looks for the minimum in the map and

goes in the suggested direction.

It's very important notice that the parameters used in the creation of map

depend by the particular action you have to do; for example the enemy radius is

0.8 m (the real radius of a player) when you must do obstacle avoidance, and is

3 m (the kickable area radius) when you must dribble your opponents. Starting

from the obstacle avoidance problem, we have created a very powerful tool,

easily adaptable to other actions. In the future we plan to improve the structure

of Visual Map and to add reinforcement learning for the dynamic parameters.

4 Niche and Pruning of the Arbitration Module

To better exploit the potential moods of the proposed architecture we �nally

proceeded with a strong simpli�cation of the arbitration module. This was made

by pruning the decision tree, cutting o� a lot of exception handled in it, like the

action schemas and timeout-based decision. Other simpli�cations in the arbitra-

tion module has arisen from exploiting some features of the environmental niche

inside whom the players live, like the "dynamical environment hypotesis". Such
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Fig. 2. Visual Field and Visual Maps

assumption is based on the idea that in such environmental niche (the soccer

�eld) the players are assumed as objects with non-negligible motion, even if not

always active during the game. This has allowed a reduction in complexity in the

arbitration module, avoiding for example an explicit monitoring the ball action,

assuming that the environmental dynamics will be su�cient to keep informed

the players on the ball position. All these simpli�cations has allowed a more

clear understanding of the decision tree functioning, allowing in the same way a

better understanding of the architecture's performance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper a further improvement in exploiting the features of our architec-

ture for multi-agent systems playing simulated soccer has been presented. The

performances of PaSo-Team'98, compared with those ones of PaSo-Team'97,

have shown an improvement in global coordination, allowed by a more e�cient

exploitation of the architecture's features, among which the \implicit coordina-

tion", already described in [9]. The assumption of the relevance of ball-centered

area has shown its validity, explicitating the role of the ecological niche in de-

signing autonomous agents, introduced by Pfeifer [12]. A full description of the

implementation of PaSo-Team'97 Clients (The University of Padua Simulated

Robot Soccer Team) is given in [2]. The coordination model implicitly contained

in the architecture has been implemented with care by paying attention to the

individual skills of the player who is handling the ball. An improved global per-

formance through local interactions is achieved. The relationship between the

problem of optimum in multi-agent systems and the "ecological niche" of the

systems themselves has been explicited.
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